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Outline

• Beyond the Standard Model physics 
Huge variety of models being studied in ATLAS & CMS

• In this talk I will concentrate mainly on phenomenology of
Supersymmetry

and give a quick overview of
Micro Black holes
Extra Dimensions
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Supersymmetry
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Production of SUSY particles 

∼100 events/day

σ~10 pb500 GeV ∼1000 events/day
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SUSY signatures

• Q: What do we expect SUSY events @ LHC to look like?
• A: Here is a typical decay chain:

• Strongly interacting sparticles (squarks, gluinos) dominate production
• Heavier than sleptons, gauginos etc. cascade decays to LSP

• Long decay chains and large mass differences between SUSY states

• If R-Parity conserved LSP (lightest neutralino in mSUGRA) stable and 
sparticles pair produced

• Closest equivalent SM signature t→Wb

Everything is produced at once!

Many high pT objects observed (leptons, jets, b-jets)

Large ETmiss signature
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SUSY: what are we looking for? 

Use mSUGRA model as baseline (Probably wrong but well defined!)
⇔ 5 parameters

• Unification all scalar masses (m0) at GUT scale
• Unification all gaugino masses (m1/2) at GUT scale
• Three more parameters:

tanβ = v1/v2;
sign(µ) (superpotential has µH1H2) 
A0 (trilinear Higgs-sfermion-sfermion coupling)  

→ Full mass spectrum and decay table predicted
• Gluino mass strongly correlates with m1/2, slepton mass with m0

• Trilinear term A0, important only for 3rd generation
• R parity conservation

sparticles are produced in pairs
all events have 2 LSP’s⇒ missing ET

• Gravitino has mass in TeV region: irrelevant to colliders
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SUSY: what are we looking for? 

Contours of fixed gluino and squark mass
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SUSY: where to look? 

Choose benchmark points in allowed regions
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Two typical spectra
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Inclusive analysis
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Sensitivity
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How robust is it?
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Include leptons for robustness

CMS
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Measurement of “MSUSY”
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“Quasi” exclusive analysis
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Decays to Higgs boson
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Decays to Higgs boson (2)
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Decays to leptons

⇒ Information on neutralinos and slepton masses
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“Building” on leptons

⇒ Information on neutralinos and squark masses

Take 2 hardest jets in event

Choose the one that gives the smallest ℓℓq mass

Plot the Mℓℓq mass and look for maximum
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“Model independent” mass fits

• Combine measurements from edges from different 
jet/lepton combinations to obtain ‘model independent’ 
mass measurements.

• Example of precision in one of the points
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Keep going up the chain ...
... to get to gluino

• using for example sbottom
require identify b-jets

• or reconstructed top quarks ...

b~

bb
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•Tau signatures are important in much of the mSUGRA parameter space, 
particularly at high tanβ

• At some points in the parameter space (e.g. funnel) can only observe 
kinematic endpoints in τ invariant mass distributions

• Taus provide independent information even if lepton signatures are 
available

• Tau ID is much harder than electron or muon ID, particularly for soft taus
(e.g. co-annihilation point)

⇒ typically achieve τ/jet ∼ 100 for a tau reconstruction efficiency of 50%         

• measure mττ from visible decay products 

What about Tau leptons?
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• Black points: MC truth 

⇒ note the triangular shape

• Red line: distribution from the 
non-leptonic decay products 

⇒ (distorted shape)

• Can fit this distorted distribution with, 
for example, a polynomial (see right)

4.9 fb-1

4.9 fb-1

(98.3 GeV)

End points with Tau leptons
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• Can take MC fit and apply 
it to the reconstructed 
distribution

• Have fitted the background 
subtracted distribution using 
the width and normalisation 
as parameters

4.2 fb-1

(98.3 GeV)

End points with Tau leptons (2)

• End points with Taus can be fitted, but loss of precision ...
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Right squarks
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Right squarks (2)

here, use true      mass

Worse when using       obtained from dilepton analysis

1
0

~χ

1
0

~χ
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SUSY - Summary
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Some examples of different physics

σ ~ πRS
2 ~ O(100)pb

LHC Black Hole Factory

BH lifetime ~ 10-27 – 10-25 sec

Decays with equal probability to 
all particles via Hawking Radiation 

If Mpl ~ O(1 TeV) Black Hole Production possible at LHC

MBH = √S

Rs

Parton

Parton

Rs = Schwarzschild radius
2

2
c

GM BH=

N.Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos and G.R.Dvali [hep-ph/9803315]
S.Dimopoulos and G. Landsberg [hep-ph/0106295]

Large theoritical uncertainties  
... still quite speculative
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Black Hole decay

• Decay via Hawking Radiation
• Emit particles following an approximately black body thermal spectrum

n = number of extra dimensions

Astronomic BH  -- COLD -- No Evaporation
Micro BH           -- HOT -- Evaporation
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⋅
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=
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Spectrum modified by Grey 
Body factors

Black Hole might not maintain 
Thermal equilibrium
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Black Hole event in ATLAS
BH evaporates into 
(q and g :  leptons : Z and W : ν and G : H) = (72%:11%:8%:6%:2%:1%)
(hadron : lepton) is (5 : 1) accounting for t, W, Z and H decays
S.B. Giddings, S. Thomas, Phys.Rev.D65(2002)056010

High multiplicity 
events

gamma

Muon

Decay of 6.1 TeV
Black Hole

small missing ET
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Reconstruction of black holes
Mass Reconstructed by summing 4-momenta of all decay products
The following cuts were applied:

Minimum of 4 jets
PT of 3 leading jets > 500, 400, 300 GeV respectively
Missing ET < 100 GeV
Eta < 2.5
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Measuring temperature

Temperature reconstructed by fitting black body spectrum 
to electron energy distribution

Problems

Electrons are boosted by 
Black hole recoil

Electrons are not all from 
the event horizon 
(secondaries)

Theoretical uncertainties 
over Temperature variation 
during decay
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Extra Dimensions
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Large Extra dimensions (>> TeV-1)
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TeV-1 scale Extra Dimensions
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Warped Extra Dimensions
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Conclusion

• Much work on Beyond the Standard Model Physics being 
carried out by both ATLAS and CMS.

• Lots of input from both theorists and experimentalists
• LHC and detector performance should in general give access to 

energy scales ~ a few TeV.
• Different phenomenology for different models

– first discovery of signals beyond SM 
– then try to identify what is the physics and constraint the 

theory
• Depending on the physics it may be more or less easy but in 

general all the “power” of the detector will be needed
• Get to best performance of such large complex detectors will 

not be easy and will need an “army” of people
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Back-up slides
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Beyond SM - Problem

• How do you think one can measure the efficiency of b-jet 
tagging with LHC data?

Think of standard mode process copiously produced ...
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Beyond SM - Problem

• How to distinguish between black hole production and 
SUSY
many jets, leptons, missing ET
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Little Higgs Model (2001)

• Heavy quark top

Supersymmetry

bosons
fermions new bosons

new fermions
cancellations

• Quadratic divergences 

pseudo-Goldstone
bosons

"light" mass

Goldstone
bosons
massless

• Symmetries and pseudo-Goldstone
bosons 

new quark t
new bosonsbosons

quark t cancellations

Little Higgs

NB : SM Higgs remains
with the same
properties (BR …)

φ0    φ+    φ++
• Heavy Higgses

T

• Heavy gauge bosons
ZH WH AH

symmetry
breakingglobal symmetry

SU(2)L×U(1)Ylocal  symmetry

SU(5)

big
scale

electroweak
symmetry
breaking

SO(5)

electroweak
scale

New particules
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• To note
effective model up to Λ=10 TeV,   

compatible with
experimental constraints

(see hep-ph/0301040)
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Beyond SM - Problem
• Heavy Gauge Bosons ZH → Z H   and WH → W H

• Heavy Top=1000 GeV, Higgs=120 GeV,  200 fb
Higgs→bb

• Φ++→W+W+ produced by Vector Boson Fusion mechanism
WWqq,WZ,WZqq,Wtt Mass~few TeV

background:

tt,WZ,ZZ


